The Limit Cards
Note: Please use the original rules with the
following exceptions.
Preparation
remove the 3 jokers from the deck
and place them back in the box
shuffle the 6 limit cards and place them
face down as a draw pile on the table
reveal the top limit card - this card
applies to the following game
Playing the game
The limit card changes the conditions for the
current game. The number in the upper red
circle indicates the number of scoring rows
(instead of colors) that score plus points.
Important: When playing with the limit cards, ‘+2’
cards are also placed as scoring rows.
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Limit

The number in the lower red circle indicates the
maximum number of cards in a scoring row. If a
player collects more cards of that type, he has
to place them in a new scoring row.
Important: This also applies to ‘+2’ cards.
The crossed out circle means that there is no
limit for the number of cards in a scoring row
when playing with this limit card.
Scoring
Depending on the current limit card the players
choose the scoring rows to score plus points. All
other scoring rows score minus points.
If a ‘+2’ scoring row is scored as plus points, each
of these ‘+2’ cards scores 2 plus points as usual.
If a ‘+2’ scoring row is scored as minus points,
each of these ‘+2’ cards scores 2 minus points.
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Limit

 scoring rows that score
plus points: 5
 max. number of cards per
scoring row: 3

A

B

C

E

F

+ + + + +
D

-

G

-

Scoring example: The player decides to
score plus points for the scoring rows A, B, C, E
and F. He scores 6+6+6+6+6 = 30 plus points. For
the scoring rows D and G the player scores minus
points. He scores 3+4 = 7 minus points. His total
score is 23 points.
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